
Fundamentals
of

Shamanism
A Course on Energetic Anatomy, Ceremony, and Transformation

Glasgow  •  March 3 - 4, Sat. - Sun.

with

Kenneth Ray Stubbs, PhD
Fundamentals of Shamanism develops and trains your energies to function in some of 
the same ways shamans use.  Conceptually, we go into an understanding of our 
energetic anatomy. The course includes clearing energy flows, balancing and intensifying 
energies, and building subtle energy “muscles” to facilitate healing and transformation.

CONTACT:    Gillian Alexander  •  07913 906 343   •   gillian@sacred-touch.co.uk

( MORE INFO - next page )

If we wish to understand tantra, we must know energy.
If we wish to understand shamanism, we must know energy.

If we wish to understand orgasm, we must know energy.
If we wish to understand God/Source/Goddess, we must know energy.



FUNDAMENTALS OF SHAMANISM
A Course on Energetic Anatomy, Ceremony, and Transformation

in

Scotland
with Kenneth Ray Stubbs, PhD

(Ray will teach this course via SKYPE from Tucson, Arizona)

DATES:  March 3 - 4, 2012      TIMES:   Saturday and Sunday:  3:00 pm - 10:30 pm
LOCATION:  Prestwick, Scotland

~~~~~
This is a 12-hour experiential training in some of the fundamental shamanic abilities that 
can result in transformation/healing. The techniques learned in this course are valuable for 
everyone in their personal lives and especially for practitioners of all kinds.

Ray came to an understanding of shamanic abilities from Native American medicine people 
(shamans). Being in ceremony with them and receiving healings from them, he perceived 
something deeper was happening energetically than in most of the somatic and psychologi-
cal modalities he had experienced. The medicine people were able to direct their energies 
within him in ways very different than what most practitioners can do.

Instead of teaching the mind with information or the body with techniques, Fundamentals 
of Shamanism engages and develops your energy systems to function in some of these 
same ways as shamans. The healing and transformative results for your clients are deeper 
and more profound. We will use several energetic shamanic practices to develop these abili-
ties, including focusing our energies with plants, animals, and crystals. (Note: this course 
does not teach traditional Native American ceremonies.)

~~~~~
Kenneth Ray Stubbs, PhD

Ray is the creator of the recently released Shaman Cards. Subtitled Ceremonies for Energy and 
Wisdom, they provide a set of ceremonies for individuals to deepen their spiritual develop-
ment. He also produced the teaching documentary Path of the Sexual Shaman and is the 
author of The Essential Tantra.

On a shamanic path for over two decades, Ray is a 13-year SunDancer and has been greatly 
influenced by Tibetan Buddhism. Via Skype, he now gives individual sessions and trainings 
on energy, sexuality, and shamanism.

For more about Ray, see www.SexualShaman.com 

~~~~~
COST:  £190 per person  -  £350 per two people booking together

If full payment received by 19th Feb.:  £160/person  -  £290/two people booking together

CONTACT:   Gillian Alexander  •  07913 906 343   •   gillian@sacred-touch.co.uk

www.SexualShaman.com

